
 

 
 

Thank you for choosing Custom Collars Boutique.  Enclosed in this packet, you will find what you need to 

submit your custom order.  Please see the chart below to see what you need to submit to us.  If you are 

ordering multiple items, just make sure to have each item from the checklist.  You will find all of the files 

you need to complete your custom order IN THIS PACKET. 

 

You can submit your order with the items below to sales@customcollarsboutique.com 

 

When your order is submitted, we will send you an invoice for you to pay the first half deposit. 

 

We recommend that you go to a professional tailor to be measured.  We are happy to answer any 

measurement questions you have. 

 

Custom Order Checklist 

Ordering a  
Custom Hunt Coat: 

Ordering a  
Custom Suit: 

Ordering a  
Custom Hunt Shirt: 

Ordering a Custom 
Western Button Up: 

1. Customer Information     
     Page 

1. Customer Information     
     Page  

1. Customer Information     
     Page  

1. Customer Information     
     Page  

2. Hunt Coat Order Form 
 

2. Suit Order Form 
 

2. Shirt Order Form 
 

2. Shirt Order Form 
 

3. Jacket Measurement    
    Form 

3. Jacket Measurement    
    Form 

3. Shirt Measurement    
    Form 

3. Shirt Measurement    
    Form 

4. Pictures of you from  
    the front, back and side 

4. Pant Measurement  
     Form 

4. Pictures of you from  
    the front, back and side 

4. Pictures of you from  
    the front, back and side 

5. First Half Payment 5. Pictures of you from  
    the front, back and side 

5. First Half Payment 5. First Half Payment 

 6. First Half Payment   
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                Customer Information Page  
 

THANK YOU for choosing Custom Collars Boutique, we look forward 

to partnering with you! Our goal is for you to be completely satisfied  

with your order.   To complete your order, please fill out your information below and sign at the bottom, 

agreeing to our terms and conditions. 
 

 

Date of Order: _________    

Name:  __________________________________  Phone: ___________________________    

Address:  ___________________________________________City: ___________________ 

State: _______  Zip Code: ______________ Email: _________________________________ 

Breed: ___________  Region: ____________ Trainer/Stable: _________________________ 

Classes you show in:   ____________________________   ___________________________ 

        ____________________________   ___________________________ 

Horse Information: Name: _______________________________ Color: ________________ 

                Name: _______________________________ Color: ________________  

      
PLEASE READ our Terms and Conditions and sign below: 

• Custom Order Timeline is an approximate lead time. Our lead time is ever changing depending on the season 

or number of orders in front of yours. We will do everything in our power to have your garment to you in the 

given lead time, but each item is handmade, and we cannot guarantee a specific date.  

• In-Stock Orders: If you are not satisfied, you may return for a refund within one week of arrival. Buyer pays 

the return shipping, and item must be unworn, undamaged and folded in return packaging.  

• Full Payment is required before item is shipped to customer. 

• Custom Orders: All custom orders are final, except in the case of physical defect to the item. If this is the case, 

notify Custom Collars Boutique within 1 week of receiving shipment. Custom Collars Boutique is not 

responsible for weight gain or loss after the time the custom order is placed. In the event of weight gain/loss, 

Custom Collars Boutique offers alteration services at buyers’ expense. 

• Second Fitting: Our goal is for your custom item to fit excellently, but sometimes this requires a second or 

third fitting upon arrival of garment to you.  This is a normal part of purchasing custom made garments.  If 

alterations need to be made, please let Custom Collars Boutique know within 1 week of receiving your 

custom garment.  If a second fitting and alterations are needed we will need the following from the customer 

within 2 weeks of receiving garment: 

-Pictures of customer from the front, back and side IN the custom garment-for our tailors to see. 

-Current chest & waist measurements to compare to what is on file. (Other measurements may be requested) 

-If custom garment is too large, please have item pinned to let us know how tight you prefer the garment.  

**If ALL of the above items are not provided in the 2 week window- customer forfeits the alteration services 

provided by Custom Collars Boutique included in your custom purchase.    

          

      Please sign and date below that you agree to the terms and conditions above. 

 

_______________________________________________    ___________________ 

                                                           Customer Signature                                                      Date 

 

 



 

                                             Hunt Coat  

                                ORDER FORM 
 

Customer Name: __________________________ 
 

Jacket Type (circle one of the following): 

  Hunt Coat  Shadbelly         4 Button Dressage 

 

Jacket Fabric Cloth Number:  ___________________________________________________        

(please include all swatch numbers and a brief description:  E.g. RD 74590-340  Blue & Black Plaid) 

                                 

Front Buttons:       Three (standard)             Four            Shadbelly Style 

    

Button Type:       Standard         Cloth covered      Metal           Other: ____________________ 

    Specify: ____________________________________________________________________ 

 

**Below are pictures of our button options 

                         
          Standard:   Cloth Covered:               Metal:       Other: 
(Best match plastic button)        (Covered in jacket fabric)       (Silver, Black, Bronze, Gold,     (Covered in any other  

                                                                                                              Black+Silver, Black+Gold)        fabric-silky, contrasting) 

 

Collar Cloth:       Self            Suede (+50)             Velvet (+50)            Other (+50)                            

     Specify Color/Fabric: _____________________________________________________________ 

   

**Below are pictures of our collar cloth options:  This is the fabric that is on the whole collar of jacket. 

                  
 Self:        Suede:                  Velvet:                       Other:  
(Jacket fabric on collar)         (Black, Blue, Chestnut) (Black, Navy, Chocolate         (Any silky lining fabric  

                        Brown, Red, Orange)        or other suiting fabric) 

 

 

 

 



 

Collar Trim:         None             Rolled (+35) *thinner           Flat ¼” (+35) *Thicker 

    Specify Trim Color Number and Description: ____________________________________________ 

 

**Below are pictures of our collar trim options 

              
    None:                Rolled:         Flat: 
(No trim on the edge of collar)   (Thinner Piping Trim on Collar Edge)        (Thicker, Flat Trim on Collar Edge) 

 

Lapel Cloth:        Self            Other (+50)                            

     Specify Color/Fabric: ______________________________________________________________ 

 

**Below are pictures of our lapel cloth options: This is the fabric that is on the whole lapel of jacket- 

located beneath collar 

                  
 Self:                            Other:  
(Jacket fabric on whole Lapel)         (Any other fabric on lapel: contrasting suiting fabric, silky lining fabric, etc.) 

 

Lapel Trim:         None              Rolled (+35) *thinner              Flat ¼” (+35) *Thicker 

    Specify Trim Color Number and Description: ____________________________________________ 

 

**Below are pictures of our lapel trims: Usually will be same color/size as you selected for collar trim. 

              
    None:                Rolled:         Flat: 
(No trim on the edge of lapel)   (Thinner Piping Trim on Lapel Edge)        (Thicker, Flat Trim on Lapel Edge) 

 

Shoulder Pad:           Thin Shaper *standard         Medium         Thick 

 

Breast Pocket:          No         Yes *common on men’s jackets 



 

Lower Pocket Cloth:                Self                   Suede (+40)              Velvet (+40)             Other (+40)              

     Specify Color/Fabric: __________________________________________________________________ 

 

**Below are pictures of our lower pocket flap fabric options 

                  
         Self:        Suede/Velvet:                 Other:  
   (Jacket fabric on pocket flap)               (Suede and velvet colors       (Any silky lining fabric  

                     Listed above on collar section)                        or other suiting fabric) 

 

**A hunt coat can have pocket trim across the TOP or around the edge of the pocket FLAP.  Pocket top is the 

most common.  

  

Pocket TOP Trim:          None          Yes (+35) 

    Specify Trim Color Number and Description: ____________________________________________ 

Pocket FLAP Trim:        None           Yes: Rolled (+35)       

    Specify Trim Color Number and Description: ____________________________________________ 

 

                                          
          None:          Pocket TOP Trim:               Pocket FLAP Trim     

      (Jacket fabric on pocket top)        (Trim along the top of pocket flap)        (Trim along the edge of pocket flap) 

 

Coat Interior Lining Color:  _____________________________ 

 

Interior Name Monogram Color: ___________________________________ 
 

How Should Name be Written: _____________________________________ 
 

Back Coat Buttons Above Vent:       No         Yes (+20) _________________                 
 

RUSH Order:        No           Yes (6 Weeks) +$175                  

Expected Timeline for Standard Order Jackets: 12 Weeks                            

 

Additional Details: ______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

   



 

                                          Custom Shirt  

                                ORDER FORM 
 

Customer Name: __________________________ 
 

Shirt Type (circle one of the following): 

 Hunt Shirt  Women’s Button Up     Men’s Button Up      

 Shirt Fabric (List all numbers & letters on swatch):  ________________________________                                                    

 

*Hunt Shirts Only Fill Out this Section: 

Detachable Collar 1 Design: ____________________________________________ 

Detachable Collar 2 Design: ____________________________________________ 

- Additional Collars: ($30 / Each) __________________________________________________________ 

Shirt Placket (Circle):       Standard: Included         Covered (hidden buttons) +20          

Contrasting Fabric number: INSIDE Cuff & Collar: _____________________________________ (+$30) 

Contrasting Thread + Buttonholes Throughout Shirt- Color: _____________________________  (+$15) 

 

 

*Western Button Up Shirts Only Fill Out this Section: 

Collar Details (Check One): ______Single Collar Base Fabric        

        ______Single Collar Contrasting Fabric (+$20) 

         Fabric:_________________________________ 

           ______ Double Collar  (+$40) 

          Lower Collar Fabric: _______________________________       

          Top Collar Fabric: _________________________________ 

Shirt Placket (Circle):       Standard: Included         Covered (hidden buttons) +20         Piping Placket: +20        

Contrasting Fabric number: INSIDE Cuff & Collar: _____________________________________ (+$30) 

Contrasting Thread + Buttonholes Throughout Shirt- Color: _____________________________  (+$15) 

Stacked Buttons (Circle):            Single (included)         Double Stacked (+15)            Triple Stacked (+$15)  

             Description: ____________________________________________________ 

Angled Button Holes (Circle):          No- Standard                  Yes- Angled +10                                   

Contrasting Outer Cuffs:                  No              Yes  +15  Fabric No.:_________________                                 

Contrasting Fabric Button Placket Strip:          No                Yes + $8  Fabric No.:_________________                     

Cut (Circle):           Standard              Western Cut   +30         Western Cut & Snaps  +40                      

Buttons (Circle):    Standard: No. ____________          Specialty: No. ___________+20                   

 

RUSH:   No          Yes  + $125        **Western Button Up RUSH: 5 Weeks // Hunt Shirt RUSH: 6 Weeks                         

             

Button Up & Hunt Shirts: 12 Weeks                             

              

Additional Details: ____________________________________________________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________  



 

                                            SUIT  

                                ORDER FORM 
 

Customer Name: __________________________ 
 

This form is for customers looking to order a street wear custom suit and a custom Showmanship/Halter 

suit or blazer.  Some questions you will circle your choice and some you will fill in the blank. 

 

Jacket Fabric Cloth Number:  _________________________________               

 Pant Fabric Number: _________________________________  

 

Front Bottom Cut of Jacket:      Rounded corners (like a hunt coat) Squared off *most common                          

 

Front Buttons:        One        Two         Three          Four      Hidden Snaps         Double Breasted 

 

Button Spacing:      Standard        Specify: ___________________ 

 

First Button to Start at:           Bust Line         Below Bust           Waist 

*For suits with a faux belt, the faux belt sits at the natural waist, so buttons need to be spaced above and below 

that point. 

 

Button Type:       Standard             Cloth covered             Metal              Other: ____________________ 

    Specify: ____________________________________________________________________ 

 

**Below are pictures of our button options 

                         
          Standard:   Cloth Covered:               Metal:       Other: 
(Best match plastic button)        (Covered in jacket fabric)       (Silver, Black, Bronze, Gold,     (Covered in any other  

                                                                                                              Black+Silver, Black+Gold)        fabric-silky, contrasting) 

 

Collar Cloth:       Self            Suede (+50)             Velvet (+50)            Other (+50)                            

     Specify Color/Fabric: _____________________________________________________________ 

   

**Below are pictures of our collar cloth options:  This is the fabric that is on the whole collar of jacket. 



 

                    
 Self:                                     Velvet or Suede:                        Other:  
(Jacket fabric on collar)               (Suede: Black, Blue, Chestnut)         (Any silky lining fabric  

         (Velvet:Black, Navy, Chocolate, Red, Orange)        or other suiting fabric) 

   

Collar Trim:               None               Rolled 1/8”  (+35)               Flat ¼” (+35)                 Flat 3/8” (+35)         

 

                                     Flat ½”  (+35)                 Flat 3/4” (+35)                         Flat 1” (+35)      

    Specify Trim Color: ___________________________________________ 

 

Lapel Cloth:               Self                    Other (+50)                           

     Specify Color/Fabric: __________________________________________ 

 

                               
                         Self:        Other:  
     (Jacket fabric on whole Lapel)    (Any other fabric on lapel: contrasting  

         suiting fabric, silky lining fabric, etc.) 

 

 

Lapel Trim:       None       Rolled 1/8”  (+35)          Flat ¼” (+35)    Flat 3/8” (+35)          

 

                          Flat ½”  (+35)       Flat 3/4” (+35)    Flat 1” (+35)     

    Specify Trim Color: ___________________________________________ 

 

 

Front Edge Trim:   None      Rolled 1/8”  (+35)     Flat ¼” (+35)    Flat 3/8” (+35)          

 

                                 Flat ½”  (+35)             Flat 3/4” (+35)            Flat 1” (+35)      

    Specify Trim Color: ___________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Bottom Edge Trim:      None      Rolled 1/8”  (+35)           Flat ¼” (+35)    Flat 3/8” (+35)          

 

                          Flat 3/8” (+35)         Flat ½”  (+35)       Flat 3/4” (+35)    Flat 1” (+35)      

    

 Specify Trim Color: ___________________________________________ 

*This trim option goes all the way around the bottom edge of jacket 

 

 

Faux Belt:  None         Top & Bottom Trim Only  (+50)          Filled in with Top & Bottom Trim  (+50) 

  

  Belt Trim Color:_____________      Belt Fill Color: ________________ 

 

                                                        
                 Top & Bottom Trim Only                      Filled in with Top and Bottom Trim 

 

Shoulder Pad:           Ultra Thin                Medium               Thick 

Arm Hole:  Slim  Contemporary 

Breast Pocket:  No  Yes 

Vent:              Side  Single/Middle  None  *most common 

Lower Pocket:           Standard               No Flap/Besom                No Pocket 

 

                                   
           Standard     No Flap/Besom   No Pocket 

 

Lower Pocket Cloth:       No Pocket       Self        Suede (+40)       Velvet (+40)       Other (+40)  _______ 

     Specify Color/Fabric: ________________________________________ 



 

**Below are pictures of our lower pocket flap fabric options 

                  
         Self:        Suede/Velvet:                 Other:  
   (Jacket fabric on pocket flap)               (Suede and velvet colors       (Any silky lining fabric  

                     Listed above on collar section)                        or other suiting fabric) 

 

 If your suit jacket has pocket or besom pocket, fill out the next 2 questions: 

Pocket TOP Trim:          None          Yes (+35) 

    Specify Trim Color Number and Description: ____________________________________________ 

Pocket FLAP Trim:        None           Yes: Rolled (+35)       

    Specify Trim Color Number and Description: ____________________________________________ 

 

                                          
          None:          Pocket TOP Trim:               Pocket FLAP Trim     

      (Jacket fabric on pocket top)        (Trim along the top of pocket flap)        (Trim along the edge of pocket flap) 

 

Coat Interior Lining Color:  Bemberg:   _____________________________ 

                                                 Specialty (+$30) _________________________                   

 

Pic Stitch Edges:            No            Yes (Color) ________________________ 

**Small stitching along a collar/lapel.  We can send you pictures of this if you would like to see. 

 

Sleeve Buttons:    Working  Non-Working 
 

Interior Name Monogram Color: ___________________________________ 
 

How Should Name be Written: _____________________________________ 
 

Back Coat Buttons Above Vent:       No         Yes (+20) ______________________________ 
 

Extra Fabric for Scarf or other: (+30) ____________________________________________   
 

RUSH Order:        No           Yes (6 Weeks) +$175                 

 

Expected Timeline for Jackets: 12-14 Weeks                            

**There is no guarantee for timeline.     



 

   

   
Thank you for Choosing Custom Collars Boutique!  We recommend 

using a professional tailor to take measurements and fill out the form.  We are looking for SKIN 

MEASUREMENTS—meaning the measurements below need to be taken tightly  with normal posture. 
 

Name_______________________ Phone ___________ Email___________________   

Address_______________________________________________________________ 

 

Height ____  Weight ______ Size ______   Shoulders:   Regular    Sloping   Square  

 

**Include pictures from the front, back and side- arms relaxed by your side in tight fitting 

shirt.  Also, send a picture of you in your current hunt coat if possible.   
 

FRONT COAT LENGTH ________ 

Start at the highest part of your shoulder (next to 

collar/neck) to the longest part of the coat down the 

FRONT to desired length.  If you like the length of 

your current hunt coat, use that measurement.  

 

BACK COAT LENGTH _________ 

Start at the highest part of your shoulder (next to 

collar/neck) to the longest part of the coat down the 

BACK to desired length.  Usually mid to lower part of 

bottom.  If using coat, Lay coat on flat surface and 

measure from the shoulder seam to bottom edge.  

 

CHEST _____________ 

Measure the widest part of your chest all the 

way around. Make sure that the tape stays even. 

Do not take measurement loosely.  

 
 

BUST __________ 

Measure from armpit to armpit across upper  

chest. Front side only--not all the way around.  

  
 

BUST POSITION__________ 

Measure from highest point shoulder strait down 

to the most outstanding part of your breast. 

 
OVERARM MEASURE ___________ 

With both arms at your side, put the measuring 

tape around chest and both shoulders/arms- 

connecting the tape all the way around the body. 

 

STOMACH ____________ 

Measure around the widest part of your 

abdomen (3-4 cm under the belly button). 

 

WAIST ____________ 

Put the measuring tape around your waist (the 

narrowest part of your body). 

 

WAIST POINT ___________ 

Measure from the highest part of your shoulder, 

next to the collar to your waist (smallest point)  

over the most outstanding part of your breast.  

See picture below of waist point 

Jacket Measurement 

Form  



 

 

See picture below of waist point 

        
HALF GIRTH ___________ 

Measure from center back seam across to top of 

middle (2nd) button to coat edge on flat surface 

  
 

HIPS ____________ 

Measure around the widest part of your hips. 

 

POINT TO POINT __________ 

While wearing a jacket place the tape on the left 

shoulder where the seam meets the coat sleeve and 

measure straight across making sure you run the  

tape just below the bottom of collar to the end of  

 the right shoulder where it meets the sleeve seam.  

 
SLEEVE HOLE ____________ 
Start at the shoulder- measure snuggly around the 

arm at the armpit and back up to the shoulder. 

 
 

 

HALF BACK___________    

This measurement is taken from the point where the 

rear arm sleeve seams joins the upper back and 

measure straight across to center seam.  

   
 

NECK _________ 

Measure around your neck.  

 

BICEP __________ 

Measure around the widest part of your bicep  

 

FOREARM: _________ 

 

WRIST: __________ 

 

SLEEVE OUTSEAM: _____________ 

Cup the measuring tape ½” at the top of 

shoulder (see picture below).  Measure strait 

down the arm to desired sleeve length.  Finished 

measurement should be at the center of hand at 

protruding thumb bone.     
 

 
 
DESIRED SHOULDER PAD: 

CIRCLE ONE:  1.Thin Shaper    2.Medium   3.Thick 

 

FIRST BUTTON POSITION: Hunt Coat first 

button starts at bust line, but showmanship, 

halter or street wear blazers can start where 

customers desire. CIRCLE ONE: 
1. At bust line        2. Below bust line 

 
NUMBER OF BUTTONS: __________ 

Hunt coats traditionally have  3 button fronts, 

but some customers choose 4 button,  Blazers 

can have 1, 2, 3, or 4 button fronts.



 

 
 

                                                                

                                                                                  Customer Name: ___________________________ 

 

      Custom Measuring Form 

                      PANTS 
 

 
*We suggest taking the measurements off of 

a well fitting pair of showmanship pants to 

get the most accurate measurements.  

 

WAIST:  _______ 

Measure around the waist where TOP of 

pants will be sitting. 

 

LOW WAIST: ______ 

Measure around the lower part of waist  

at the stomach 

 

HIPS: ______ 

Measure around the widest part of hips 

 

OUTSEAM : ________ 

Starting at top of pants measure strait down 

outside of leg to ground (or desired length) 

 

INSEAM: ________ 

Starting at top of crotch measure strait down 

inside of leg to desired length  

 

TOTAL CROTCH: ________ 

Starting at top of pants in front, measure 

around crotch to top of  Pants in the back.  

 

THIGH AT CROTCH: _______ 

Measure around top of thigh 

 

THIGH AT MIDPOINT: _______ 

Measure around middle of thigh 

 

KNEE: ________ 

Measure around middle of knee 

 

CALF: _________ 

Measure around widest part of calf 

 

ANKLE: _________ 

 

TOP OF PANT TO KNEE: ________ 

Start at the top of pants at waist and 

measure strait down to midpoint of knee. 

 

TOP OF THIGH TO KNEE: _______ 

Start at the top of thigh at crotch and 

measure strait down to midpoint of knee. 

 

FRONT RISE: _________ 

Lay well fitting pants flat and measure 

from top of waist to crotch on front side 

of pants 

 

BACK RISE: _________ 

Lay well fitting pants flat and measure 

from top of waist to crotch on back side 

of pants 

 

 
 

Measure around the ankle. 



 

 

 

 

    Customer Name:___________________________ 

    

                         Shirt  

                 Measurement  Form 
 

Height: _______     Weight: ________  

 

NECK:  ___________ 
Neck Circumference 

 

CHEST: ___________ 
Measure all the way around at the fullest part of the chest.  

 

WAIST: ___________ 
Measure all the way around at the smallest part of waist. 

 

HIPS: ___________ 
Measure all the way around at the fullest part of hips. 

 

SHIRT TAIL LENGTH: _______ 
Start at the highest part of your shoulder (next to collar/neck)  

and measure strait down FRONT SIDE to desired length of shirt. 

 

SHOULDERS: _______ 
Measure from shoulder’s edge across the back to other shoulder’s edge.  

 

CUFF MEASUREMENT: __________ 
Ball Hands into a fist and measure around the wrist and over the wrist  

bone to the nearest ¼”   Add 2+1/2” to that measurement. 

 

TOP of SHOULDER TO CHEST: ________ 

If a button is needed mid chest, measure from top  

of shoulder to mid chest. Same as bust position. 

         

NECK BASE TO WRIST  

SLEEVE MEASUREMENT  _________  
Start at the protruding bone at base of neck:  

Put arms at your sides, with hands balled into  

fists. Extend the tape from the neck bone- across  

half of back- over the shoulder and down the  

outside of the arm to the pinkie knuckle. Subtract  

1.5 to 2” depending on preferences.   

***See picture to the right 

 

Hunt Shirt Orders: 
Collar 1 Design: __________________________________________________________________ 

Collar 2 Design: __________________________________________________________________ 

 



 

Additional Reference Pictures 

 

                         
          Standard:   Cloth Covered:               Metal:       Other: 
(Best match plastic button)        (Covered in jacket fabric)       (Silver, Black, Bronze, Gold,     (Covered in any other  

                                                                                                              Black+Silver, Black+Gold)        fabric-silky, contrasting) 

 

COLLAR CLOTH: This is the fabric that is on the whole collar of jacket. 

 

                  
 Self:        Suede:                  Velvet:                       Other:  
(Jacket fabric on collar)         (Black, Blue, Chestnut) (Black, Navy, Chocolate         (Any silky lining fabric  

                        Brown, Red, Orange)        or other suiting fabric) 

 

COLLAR TRIM: This is the trim that goes along the edge of the Jacket Collar 

 

              
    None:                Rolled:         Flat: 
(No trim on the edge of collar)   (Thinner Piping Trim on Collar Edge)        (Thicker, Flat Trim on Collar Edge) 

 

LAPEL CLOTH: This is the fabric that is on the whole lapel of jacket- located beneath collar 

 

                  
 Self:                            Other:  
(Jacket fabric on whole Lapel)         (Any other fabric on lapel: contrasting suiting fabric, silky lining fabric, etc.) 

                       



 

 

LAPEL TRIM:  Trim on the Edge of the Jacket’s Lapel 

 

              
    None:                Rolled:         Flat: 
(No trim on the edge of lapel)   (Thinner Piping Trim on Lapel Edge)        (Thicker, Flat Trim on Lapel Edge) 

 

LOWER POCKET CLOTH: This is the fabric for the flap on the pockets of the jacket 

 

                  
         Self:        Suede/Velvet:                 Other:  
   (Jacket fabric on pocket flap)               (Suede and velvet colors       (Any silky lining fabric  

                       Listed above)                                     or other suiting fabric) 

 

POCKET TRIM: This is trim along the top of flap OR along the edge of flap OR both 

 

                                          
          None:          Pocket TOP Trim:               Pocket FLAP Trim     

      (Jacket fabric on pocket top)        (Trim along the top of pocket flap)        (Trim along the edge of pocket flap) 
                      

 

 


